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cutting wood and listening for the sound of cuckoos
calling so as to imitate them exactly in his clocks. Herr
Hitler has one in his mountain home at Berchtesgaden:
I have bought its brother to take home.
Let us assume that your primary reason for a visit
to Baden is one of health. You need not necessarily be
in bad health, but even the best motor-cars should
sometimes undergo an overhaul. General conversation
is such that would have shocked our grandmothers: in
their days you were only allowed to mention a headache
in public. Here somebody will greet another with:
"Have you had your hose this morning?" for this is the
day's big moment in the slimming cure. Most people
come to slim, to put on weight, or for rheumatism.
It is rather like going back to school again; you can
go to Dengler's at his famous slimming sanatorium on
the hill overlooking the town, or to Schacht's, which
entails a lighter course down at one of the hotels which
are bordered by the little river Oos. Rivalry between the
teams is limited to a discussion of ailments in the
Stephanie-Brenner bar, usually terminated by one of
Dr. Dengler's "young ladies" exclaiming; "Oh, I must
go home to bed: matron will be so angry—it is nine
o'clock." For early school at Dengler's (Schacht's are
excused it) is strenuous, with a wander up the mountain-
side almost at dawn, and probably a run back down it
to breakfast.
Conversely to school, the illustrious ones are wakened
first: Lord Rothermere, for example, is hustled up at
6 a.m., whereas if you arrive there unheralded, unloved
and unsung you may sleep till about seven. Dengler's
have very strict rules: an English Viscountess "got the
sack" one year, and Mr. Emerson Bainbridge was almost

